WHY DS-MAX PROPERTIES?
DS-MAX Properties stands tall at almost all the sought after locations of Bangalore. With customers'
comfort at the center of all our endeavors, we have strived to achieve the impossible by offering luxurious
homes at unbelievably reasonable prices even at the most posh localities of Bangalore catering to the
needs of quality housing and lifestyle of the middle class. Renouncing the profit motive, quality and price
have always been our prior considerations and we attempt to surpass the stringent ISO quality
standards giving utmost value to our customers' homes as we consider our customers a part of the DSMAX family.
Propelled by our lofty vision of providing quality lifestyle to thousands, we stand as the source of
happiness and a great lifestyle of several thousand families. This is primarily the reason why DS -MAX
Properties have emerged as a leader in the real estate industry with thousands of happy customers and
teeming thousands flocking to buy luxurious apartments within their financial limits.
Choose DS-MAX Properties for a happy and healthy lifestyle at prime locations of the city, which is most
importantly within your reach. Whether you are an investor or a first-time homeowner, you will always be
in profits if you choose DS-Max Properties as your housing partner.
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As always, the homes built by DS-MAX Properties are a pot of gold for the investors as well as the residents and DS-MAX Synergy is
a glowing testimony of it. Being close to the International Airport, Manyata Tech Park, and Outer Ring Road, the connectivity is
superb and with the growing infrastructure of the area, it’s a dream location for all. Dotted with schools, colleges, markets, and
malls, it offers a congenial lifestyle in a sylvan setting as there is enough open space and greenery for you to relax.
Located on ample land stretch at Agrahara, Yelahanka-Hobli and close to Kogilu Cross, Thanisandra main road, your property will
be in perennial demand. The grand structure consisting of five blocks will have 360 apartments in total, of 2 and 3 – BHK Homes
with dimensions varying from 1000 to 1400 sq. ft. with apartments having ample space, light, and ventilation. With all the luxury
amenities like swimming pool, children’s play area, jogging track, gymnasium and many more, DS-MAX Synergy promises a regal
lifestyle but yet the price tag is way below the prevailing prices of apartments nearby, as it bears the hallmark of DS-MAX Properties.
With a G+3 structure and very less population density, the quality of life it offers is just what you dreamt of and so rightfully deserve.
Furthermore, the quality aspect can be testified by 14,400 satisfied customers who are already staying at DS-MAX homes. In a
nutshell, it’s just a once in a lifetime opportunity for those who want to stay or invest in North Bangalore.

Specification
Structure
RCC framed structure
Location
2 mins drive from HAJ Bhavan, Kogillu cross, Thanisandra main road
Door
Main door of natural wood frame. Shutters with both side masonite skin
Electrical
Anchor/equivalent modular switches, Anchor/equivalent wires
Plumbing
Branded European water closet (EWC), Hot & Cold water mixer unit
with showers in all toilets. All branded chromium plated fittings.
Painting
Oil Bound Distemper
Windows
Powder coated anodized aluminium windows
Walls
Concrete block construction
Flooring
Vitrified flooring
Kitchen
Stainless steel sink
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